CORRIGENDUM

In the Circular read at preamble, the existing Point 4 shall be read as below :-

4. The vehicles transporting fish meant for export and processing in addition to the compliance of the requirement as communicated to them vide letter No. DFDA/FSSA/NG/SG/6(104)/Part -I/2018/3151 dated 27/08/2018 of Directorate of Food and Drugs Administration, shall carry the Transporters’ License under the Food Safety and Standards Regulations.

In addition to the above, the following Points are added :-

5. The Goa Police and Transport Department shall check for the vehicles carrying fish at the following check posts/entry points :-

(i) Pollem
(ii) Patradevi
(iii) Mollem
(iv) Naibag
(v) Kiranpani
(vi) Querim
(vii) Any other entry points/check posts as deemed necessary by Police Department.

6. The Police Personnel posted at all the above Check posts shall stamp the challans/invoices/documents pertaining to the consignments carried by the above vehicles to indicate that they have entered the State of Goa only after Police verification*.

This shall come into force with effect from tomorrow midnight 12.00 a.m i.e. 30/10/2018 (midnight).

By order and in the name of the Governor of Goa,

(Maria Seomara De Sousa)
Under Secretary (Health)

To:-
1. The Collector (North), Panaji – Goa.
2. The Collector (South), Margao – Goa.
3. The Director, Food and Drugs Administration, Bambolim – Goa.
4. The Superintendent of Police (North), Panaji – Goa.
5. The Superintendent of Police (South), Margao – Goa.
6. The Director, Directorate of Fisheries, Panaji – Goa.
7. The Director, Directorate of Transport, Panaji – Goa.
Copy to:
1. The Joint Secretary to Chief Secretary, Secretariat, Porvorim-Goa
2. The Director General of Police, Panaji-Goa
3. OSD to Minister for Health, Ministers’ Block Secretariat, Porvorim-Goa
4. P.A to Secretary (Health), Secretariat, Porvorim-Goa
5. Guard file.
6. o/c
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